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Mini-course in machine learning

John Zobolas and Ole Christian Lingjærde



21 Oct Auditorium, Forskningsbygget Ole Christian
28 Oct Jonas Einarsson Auditorium, OCCI Ole Christian
11 Nov Auditorium, Forskningsbygget Ole Christian
18 Nov Jonas Einarsson Auditorium, OCCI John
25 Nov Seminar room 1+2, Forskningsbygget John
2 Dec      Jonas Einarsson Auditorium, OCCI John + Ole Christian

The course consists of six two-hour lectures (45 min + 15 min break + 
45 min) on Fridays 0915-1100 



Lecture plan:

Lecture 1 - Linear regression modeling & introduction to key concepts in statistical learning

Lecture 2 - Extending linear regression modeling to binary outcomes, count data and survival data 

Lecture 3 - Dimension reduction methods and the concept of L1 and L2 regularization 

Lecture 4 - Support vector machines and neural networks;

Lecture 5 - Ensemble learning (boosting, bagging, random forests)

Lecture 6 - Putting it all together by illustrating with a larger example
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Original picture: low entropy = high degree of order

Original picture: high entropy = lower degree of order
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https://www.nature.com/articles/35021093



• Visual summaries of the data Heatmaps, graphs, ...
• Point estimates Regression coefficients, hazard ratios, correlations
• Confidence intervals For point estimates
• P-values For test of null hypothesis of no effect
• Predictions Of future events (e.g. disease recurrence)  

Statistical learning output

Condensed versions of the data



Important pillars of machine learning

Response variables  - explanatory variables (= predictors)

Goal: determine relation between response and predictors

Model: all our assumptions about the type of relationship

Regression and classification



𝑦 ≈ 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥

𝑦 :    observed response
𝑥 :    explanatory variable (predictor)

𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥 + ε

Model 1:

More precise formulation:

ε :   "fudge factor" to make left and right hand side equal

parameters (unknown)

Two model degrees of freedom

Training data: 𝑥!, 𝑦! 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛



𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥" + 𝑐𝑥# + ε

Model 2:

Multiple linear regression model

- Often mistakenly called multivariate regression

- Two predictors: 𝑥" and 𝑥#
- Three parameters (coefficients): 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐

- Model 1 is nested within model 2  (since subset of predictors)

- Training data:  𝑥"!, 𝑥#!, 𝑦! 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛



Model 3:

- Two predictor variables: 𝑥 and 𝑧

- First predictor variable occurs in three different forms (𝑥, 𝑥#, 𝑥$)

- Can also be seen as a multiple linear regression model with four
predictors 𝑥, 𝑥#, 𝑥$, 𝑧

- Training data:  𝑥!, 𝑧!, 𝑦! 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛

𝑦 = β% + β"𝑥 + β#𝑥# + β$𝑥$ + β&𝑧 + ε



Model 4:

- Nonlinear model since one parameter enters nonlinearly (𝛽"#)

- Requires different training algorithm than linear regression

- Nonlinear models are common in ML

- Usually much more complicated than this example

𝑦 = β% + β"#𝑥 + ε



Model 5:

- Standard multiple linear regression model

- Predictors:  𝑥, 𝑧 and 𝑥𝑧

- 𝑥 modulates effect of 𝑧 (and vice versa)

- The term β$𝑥𝑧 is an interaction term

- Interaction effects have many forms and are very common in biology

𝑦 = β% + β"𝑥 + β#𝑧 + β$𝑥𝑧 + ε



To make notation simpler:

- response variable will often be called y 

- predictors will often be called x1, x2, ...., xp

- Will refer to all predictors jointly as x = (x1, x2, ...., xp)

- The training data set then consists of pairs (xi, yi) where i=1,2,....,n. 



After training of regression or classification model:

a) Point estimate for each unknown parameter

b) Standard error (s.e.) of each parameter

c) P-value for each parameter

d) Global p-value for all parameters

e) Fitted model

f) Predicted values

g) Goodness-of-fit



Point estimate for each parameter

- Often of key interest in linear regression

- In ML: often many parameters 

- In ML:  estimates are typically not so interesting in themselves



Standard error (s.e.) of each parameter

- Measure of how much variation to expect in the point estimate if we were to   
perform the analysis multiple times on new and similar data sets

- 68% of all point estimates fall within ±1 𝑠. 𝑒.

- 95% of all point estimates fall within ±2 𝑠. 𝑒.

- Example: '𝑏 = 1.5, 𝑒 = 0.1 à 95% of all '𝑏 falls in interval [1.3,  1.7]



P-value for each parameter

- Tells us how important the parameter is

- Result of testing null hypothesis H0: β! = 0 vs. alternative  H1: 𝛽! ≠ 0

- A small p-value indicates that true 𝛽! is not zero



Global p-value for all parameters

- Tells us how important the whole model is 

- Result of testing null hypothesis H0: β" = 𝛽# = … = 𝛽$ = 0 vs. the alternative  
that at least one 𝛽! ≠ 0. 

- A small p-value indicates that true 𝛽! is not zero



Fitted model

- What we get when we plug the estimated parameter values into the model and 
omit the error term

- Example: for the model 𝑦 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑥 + ε the fitted model is 1𝑦 = 1𝑎 + '𝑏𝑥

- We can plug new x-values into the fitted model and compute corresponding 
predictions 1𝑦.



Predicted values

- For each sample in the training data set, we get a predicted value

- The i'th predicted value 1𝑦! is found by plugging the i'th predictor vector 𝒙!
into the fitted model



Goodness-of-fit measures

- Scores quantifying how close the predicted values 1𝑦! are to the observed values 𝑦!. 

- Common goodness-of-fit measures:

Residual standard error ∑ 𝑦! − 0𝑦! " /𝑑𝑓

R-squared Prop of variance in 𝑦 explained by model

Adjusted R-squared R-squared adjusted for number of predictors 

F-statistic p-value Test of whether fitted model is better fit to the
data than a model with no predictors
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consumption = β% + β"= tempdiff

Possible model: 

Choose parameter values 𝛽%, 𝛽" such that the line comes are close as possible 
to the data points. 

OLS TLS



consumption1 ≈ β% + β" ⋅ tempdiff1
consumption2 ≈ β% + β" ⋅ tempdiff2

.....
consumptionn ≈ β% + β" ⋅ tempdiffn

In OLS we seek to find parameters such that:

One way to implement this is to minimize

𝑆𝑆𝑅 = 𝑦" − β% − β"𝑥" # +⋯+ 𝑦4 − β% − β"𝑥4 #

y:  consumption
x: temperature difference

F𝛽% = 36.89 F𝛽" = 3.41



Coefficients:
Estimate          Std. Error        t value         Pr(>|t|)  

(Intercept)             36.894             16.961              2.175           0.0487 *
temp.difference    3.413               1.177                2.900           0.0124 *
---
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Residual standard error: 9.601 on 13 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:  0.3929, Adjusted R-squared:  0.3462 
F-statistic: 8.413 on 1 and 13 DF,  p-value: 0.0124



Coefficients:
Estimate          Std. Error        t value         Pr(>|t|)  

(Intercept)             36.894             16.961              2.175           0.0487 *
temp.difference    3.413               1.177                2.900           0.0124 *
---
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Residual standard error: 9.601 on 13 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:  0.3929, Adjusted R-squared:  0.3462 
F-statistic: 8.413 on 1 and 13 DF,  p-value: 0.0124

• An increase of 1 C in temperature difference between inside and outside results on average in 
an increase of gas consumption of 3.41 kWh.

• Both parameters (intercept and slope) are significant at level 0.05

• Only 39% of the variance in gas consumption is explained by the model, suggesting that other 
factors such as level of house insulation also plays a large role.

• The model provides a better fit to the data than the null model (p = 0.0124)
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𝑜𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 = β% + β"𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 + β#𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 + β$𝑟𝑎𝑑 + ε

Not likely to work well:

We consider instead the quadratic model:

𝑜𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑒 = 𝛽% + 𝛽"𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 + 𝛽#𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 + 𝛽$𝑟𝑎𝑑 + β&𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝# + β5𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑# + β6𝑟𝑎𝑑# + ε

and use OLS to estimate the seven coefficients. 



Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    

(Intercept)  2.985e+02  1.014e+02   2.942  0.00402 ** 
rad          1.349e-01  8.795e-02   1.533  0.12820    
temp        -6.584e+00  2.738e+00  -2.405  0.01794 *  
wind        -1.337e+01  2.300e+00  -5.810 6.89e-08 ***
I(temp^2)    5.221e-02  1.783e-02   2.928  0.00419 ** 
I(wind^2)    4.652e-01  1.008e-01   4.617 1.12e-05 ***
I(rad^2)    -2.052e-04  2.546e-04  -0.806  0.42213    
---
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Residual standard error: 18.28 on 104 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:  0.7148, Adjusted R-squared:  0.6984 
F-statistic: 43.44 on 6 and 104 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16

• Temperature and wind speed are both significant (both linear and quadratic terms)
• Radiation is not significant (neither linear nor quadratic term)
• The explanatory variables explain 71% of the variance in ozone concentration
• The model provides a far better fit to the data than the null model (p < 2.2e-16)



Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    

(Intercept) 291.16758  100.87723   2.886  0.00473 ** 
rad           0.06586    0.02005   3.285  0.00139 ** 
temp         -6.33955    2.71627  -2.334  0.02150 *  
wind        -13.39674    2.29623  -5.834 6.05e-08 ***
I(temp^2)     0.05102    0.01774   2.876  0.00488 ** 
I(wind^2)     0.46464    0.10060   4.619 1.10e-05 ***
---
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Residual standard error: 18.25 on 105 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:  0.713, Adjusted R-squared:  0.6994 
F-statistic: 52.18 on 5 and 105 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16 

- Simpler model; still explains 71% of the variance 

- All coefficients and their level of significance change

- Radiation is now quite significant (p = 0.00139). 



Well known phenomenon:

- Two terms in a regression model may both be significant on their own 

- Yet if you put both of them into a model, none of them are significant! 

- Result of collinearity, which means that two or more variables are correlated to 
each other in a regression or classification setting

- Problem: hard to determine how much weight to put on one or the other in 
the model.
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- Started with a question (what is the effect of certain factors on ozone 
concentration) and with a set of measurements of all relevant variables.         

- First made a visual assessment of the relation between ozone and the 
three explanatory variables.

- Came up with an initial model formulation. We didn't know if this was the 
best model, in fact it turned out not to be. But it allowed us to start 
exploring model formulations in a systematic fashion. 

- Progressed towards better models based on the significance levels of the 
coefficients.  

Model selection

General approach:



- Null model: no explanatory variables (y = a)

- Minimal adequate model: the simplest model that fits the data well

- Maximal model: a model with all the variables that might be of interest

- Saturated model: a model with one parameter for each data point



Three different approaches to model selection:

- Forward selection: 
start with null model and include terms one by one

- Backward selection:
start with maximal model and remove terms one by one

- Forward-backward selection: 
first forward selection, then backward selection



R-squared always increases (or stays the same) 
when we include more explanatory variables in 
the model
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ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = β% + β" 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 + ε

Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    

(Intercept) 119.7644     5.4534   21.96 1.16e-11 ***
weight        0.6879     0.1464    4.70 0.000415 ***
---
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Residual standard error: 4.995 on 13 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:  0.6295, Adjusted R-squared:  0.601 
F-statistic: 22.09 on 1 and 13 DF,  p-value: 0.0004155



Coefficients:
Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    

(Intercept) 102.7524    10.7905   9.522 6.06e-07 ***
weight        0.7162    0.1364   5.252 0.000204 ***
gas           0.1868     0.1048   1.784 0.099769 .  
---
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1

Residual standard error: 4.622 on 12 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared:  0.7071, Adjusted R-squared:  0.6583 
F-statistic: 14.49 on 2 and 12 DF,  p-value: 0.000631

- The added term is not significant (p = 0.0997..). 

- Still, the R-squared increases from 62% to 71%. 

- Even the adjusted R-squared, which is supposed to compensate for the number of 
parameters, increases.  

- However, the F-statistic p-value is lower for the model with only weight as covariate.



Strategy A: Perform manual model selection

Consider p-values for individual terms in the model, as in the ozone example. 

Run any of these analyses:

• Forward selection: start with null model; add one and one term

• Backward selection: start with maximal model; omit one and one term

• Forward-backward selection

General approaches to model selection:

Only works for some models and estimators.



Strategy B: Use fast automatized method for model selection

Considers an overall measure of prediction performance such as:

• Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC)
• Schwartz' Information Criterion (BIC/SIC)
• Mallow's Cp
• F-statistic
• Adjusted R-squared

Only works for some models and estimators.

General approaches to model selection:



Strategy C: Split data into training set + validation set

For each model you wish to consider:
• Fit the model to the training set
• Measure how well it performs on the validation set

Then select the model that performs best on the validation set.

Result depends on the particular split into train + validation.

General approaches to model selection:



Strategy D: Cross-validation

First, split the data into k equally size subsets S1, S2, ...., Sk 

Next, for each model you wish to assess:

• Train on all data except S1 and find prediction error on S1  à E1
• Train on all data except S2 and find prediction error on S2  à E2
• ...
• Train on all data except Sk and find predicion error on Sk    à Ek
• Finally, calculate the overall prediction error E = E1+...+Ek

Finally, choose the model with the lowest prediction error E.

Can be very slow on large data sets and with many folds (= large k)

General approaches to model selection:



In machine learning, we typically operate with at least three different data sets:

Training data: 
Used to fit a particular model

Validation data: 
Used to determine model or hyperparameters

Test data: 
Used for final assessment of performance

The sample size ratio may vary, but typical case could be 50% - 30% - 20%.
The more samples you have, the more you can save for test!

Train, validation, test



Example: five-fold cross-validation (k=5):


